A Guide to Searching the SoTL Periodical Literature (through UC Databases)

- Instructions to search articles and journals for any topic of your interest in the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning, whether general or specific to your discipline.

- Two options (below): Search by Topic and Search by Journal

Off-campus log-in: http://www.libraries.uc.edu/off-campus-access.html

Note: Numerous journals provide articles in full-text, some only abstracts.

Option One: Search by Topic

1. Go to http://libapps.libraries.uc.edu/main/databases and select the letter “E”:

   ![UC Libraries Indexes and Databases](image)

2. Scroll down to “Education Research Complete” and click “Connect”:

   ![Education Research Complete](image)
3. For more results, add other databases by clicking on “Choose Databases”:

4. Select:
   b. “ERIC”
   c. Any other databases relevant to your search
      (e.g., for Psychology, “Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection”)

Click OK:

5. The database is ready for your search.
Option Two: Search by Journal

1. Follow the five steps of Option One above

2. Choose the journal of your interest from the “Periodical Publications List” below

3. Highlight the title of your chosen journal (including the abbreviation JN provided below in the list), copy it, paste it into the search field, and click “Search”:

   **Note:** This action will retrieve the entire output of your chosen journal (or the part of the output available in the database)

   **Exception:** You can access hyperlinked journals directly by clicking on the link

4. Use the other search fields to input the topic of your interest. The “Search Results” will display any article relevant to the topic you selected, only in the journal you selected:
Periodical Publications List

GENERAL

Teaching and Learning
  JN “Journal of the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning”, also http://josotl.indiana.edu
  JN “International Journal for the Scholarship of Teaching & Learning”
  JN “International Journal of Teaching & Learning in Higher Education”
  JN “Journal of University Teaching & Learning Practice”
  JN “New Directions for Teaching & Learning”
  JN “InSight: A Journal of Scholarly Teaching”
  JN “The Teaching Professor”
  JN “Journal on Excellence in College Teaching”
  JN “College Teaching Methods & Styles Journal”
  JN “Journal of Learning Design”
  The Canadian Journal for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
  Currents in Teaching and Learning
  Teaching & Learning Inquiry (subscription required)

Education
  JN “Education”
  JN “Teaching in Higher Education”
  JN “Review of Higher Education & Self-Learning”
  JN “Innovative Higher Education”
  JN “Innovations in Education & Teaching International”
  JN “International Journal of Education Research”
  JN “Review of Educational Research”
  JN “Review of Higher Education”
  JN “Educational Leadership”
  JN “International Journal of Progressive Education”
  JN “Educational Philosophy and Theory”
  JN “Multicultural Education”

Educational Psychology
  JN “Cognition and Instruction”
  JN “European Journal of Cognitive Psychology”
  JN “Journal of Instructional Psychology”
  JN “British Journal of Educational Psychology”

Instructional Technology
  JN “Computers and Education”
  JN “Education & Information Technologies”
  JN “Journal of Educational Technology & Society”
  JN “International Journal of Technology in Teaching & Learning”
  JN “International Journal of Emerging Technologies in Learning”
  JN “Electronic Journal of e-Learning”
  JN “Contemporary Educational Technology”
  JN “Journal of Online Learning & Teaching”
  JN “Journal of Educators Online”
  JN “InterActions: UCLA Journal of Education & Information Studies”
  JN “Learning, Media and Technology”
Specific Approaches
JN “Learning Environments Research”
JN “Active Learning in Higher Education”
JN “Journal of Experiential Education”
JN “Interdisciplinary Journal of Problem-based Learning”

Adult Learning
JN “Adult Learning”
JN “International Journal of Lifelong Education”

Distant Learning
JN “International Review of Research in Open & Distance Learning”

Learning Disabilities
JN “Learning Disabilities: A Multidisciplinary Journal”
JN “Learning Disability Quarterly”

DISCIPLINE-SPECIFIC
Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics (STEM)
JN “Science”
JN “Science Education”
JN “Science Education International”
JN “International Journal of Science Education”
JN “CBE - Life Sciences Education”
JN “Journal of College Science Teaching”
JN “Journal of Science Education and Technology”
JN “Journal of Science Teacher Education”
JN “Journal of Research in Science Teaching”
JN “International Journal of Science & Mathematics Education”

JN “Primus: Problems, Resources & Issues in Mathematics Undergraduate Studies”
JN “Mathematics & Computer Education”
JN “Journal of Computers in Mathematics and Science Teaching”

JN “Journal of Engineering Education”
JN “European Journal of Engineering Education”
JN “Journal of Professional Issues in Engineering Education & Practice”
JN "International Journal of Electrical Engineering Education"

JN “American Journal of Physics”
JN “Physics Education”

JN “Journal of Chemical Education”

JN “Biochemistry & Molecular Biology Education”
JN “American Biology Teacher (University of California Press)”
JN “Journal of Geoscience Education”
JN “Journal of Geography in Higher Education”
JN "International Research in Geographical & Environmental Education"
JN “International Journal of Environmental & Science Education”

JN “American Journal of Pharmaceutical Education”
JN “Currents in Pharmacy Teaching & Learning”

**Medicine, Nursing, Health**
JN “Teaching & Learning in Medicine”
JN “Medical Teacher”
JN “Medical Education”
[**BMC Medical Education**]
JN “Clinical Teacher”
JN “Nurse Education Today”
JN “Nurse Educator”
JN “Public Health Nursing”
JN “Journal of Continuing Education in Nursing”
JN “Health Educator”
JN “Health Education Research”
JN “Journal of Continuing Education in the Health Professions”
JN “Advances in Health Sciences Education”
JN “American Journal of Health Education”
JN “Education for Primary Care”
JN “Journal of Dental Education”
[**Journal of Veterinary Medical Education**]

**Social and Behavioral Sciences, Education**
JN “Teaching of Psychology”
JN “Psychology Teaching Review”
JN “Teaching Sociology”
JN “Social Studies Research & Practice”
JN “Journal of Social Work Education”
JN “Journal of Political Science Education”
JN “International Journal of Educational Development”
JN “Critical Studies in Education”
JN “Review of Education, Pedagogy & Cultural Studies”
JN “Studies in Philosophy & Education”
JN “Educational Philosophy & Theory”
JN “Cultural Studies of Science Education”
JN “Gender & Education”

**Business and Economics**
JN “Business Communication Quarterly”
JN “Journal of Teaching in International Business”
JN “Journal of Education for Business”
JN “Journal of Business Communication”
JN “E-Journal of Business Education & Scholarship of Teaching” or [http://www.ejbest.org/]
JN “Journal of Economic Education”
Law and Criminal Justice

- JN “Law Teacher”
- JN “Journal of Legal Education”
- JN “Journal of Legal Studies Education”
- JN “Journal of Criminal Justice Education”

Humanities

Note: Before searching, add the database “Humanities International Complete” (see Option One, step 4)

- JN “Arts & Humanities in Higher Education”
- JN “International Journal of the Humanities”
- JN “Modern Language Journal”
- JN “Modern Journal of Language Teaching Methods”
- JN “Innovation in Language Learning & Teaching”
- JN “Journal of Language Teaching & Research”
- JN “Language, Culture & Curriculum”
- JN “Language Teaching”
- JN “Applied Language Learning”
- JN “Computer Assisted Language Learning”
- JN “English Teaching: Practice and Critique”
- JN “English Teaching Forum”
- JN “College Composition and Communication”
- JN “IUP Journal of English Studies”
- JN “English Teaching & Learning”
  [as second or foreign language]
- JN “Changing English: Studies in Culture & Education”
- JN “New Writing: The International Journal for the Practice & Theory of Creative Writing”
- JN “International Journal of Multilingualism”
- JN “Pedagogy”
  [Critical Approaches to Teaching Literature, Language, Composition, and Culture]
- JN “History Teacher”
- JN “Teaching History”
- JN “Teaching Philosophy”
- JN “Teaching Theology & Religion”
- JN “Journalism and Mass Communication Educator”
- JN “Journal of Integral Theory & Practice”

Visual Arts

Note: Before searching, add the database “Art Full Text (H.W. Wilson)” (see Option One, step 4)

- JN “Art Education”
- JN “Teaching Artist Journal”
- JN “International Journal of Education & the Arts”
- JN “International Journal of Art & Design Education”
- JN “Arts & Humanities in Higher Education”
- JN “Journal of Aesthetic Education”
- JN “Arts Education Policy Review”
- JN “Studies in Art Education”
- JN “Journal of Visual Art Practice”
JN “Visual Arts Research”
JN “International Journal of Comic Art”

Music
Note: Before searching, add the databases “Music Index” and “RILM Abstracts of Music Literature” (see Option One, step 4)

JN “International Journal of Music Education”
JN “British Journal of Music Education”
JN “Journal of Technology in Music Learning”
JN “Journal of Research in Music Education”
JN “Philosophy of Music Education Review”
JN “Journal of Music, Technology & Education”
Journal of Music History Pedagogy
JN “Journal of Music Theory Pedagogy”
JN “Computers & Composition”
JN “Music Performance Research”
JN “Journal of Interdisciplinary Music Studies”

Theatre and Dance
Note: Before searching, add the database “International Bibliography of Theatre & Dance with Full Text” (see Option One, step 4)

JN “Teaching Theatre”
JN “Research in Drama Education”
JN “New Zealand Journal of Research in Performing Arts & Education”
JN “Dance Teacher”
JN “Journal of Dance Education”
JN “Research in Dance Education”
JN “Theatre, Dance & Performance Training”
JN “Journal of Dance & Somatic Practices”

Technology and Design

JN “Design and Technology Education”
JN “International Journal of Technology and Design Education”

Architecture and Planning
Note: Before searching, add the databases “Art Full Text (H.W. Wilson)” and “Academic Research Complete” (see Option One, step 4)

JN “Journal of Architectural Education”
JN “Architects’ Journal”
JN “Planning Practice & Research”
JN “Planning Theory & Practice”
JN "Journal of Planning Education and Research"

Other

JN “Physical Education & Sport Pedagogy”
JN “Journal of Media Literacy Education”
Journal of Media Education